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order and chronological order Distant Thunders (Destroyermen): 

0 of 0 review helpful Distant Thunders was a great read An interesting concept for a book series By JM Wilson 
Distant Thunders was a great read An interesting concept for a book series It reminded me of the old movie from the 
eighties where an American aircraft carrier goes through a time warp storm and ends up in World War II In The Final 
Countdown 1980 the WWII era Japanese propeller fighters are no match for the mo After a terrible battle against the 
Grik Lieutenant Commander Matthew Reddy must contend with the arrival of a ship captained by Commodore Jenks 
of the New Britain Imperial Navy an island nation populated by the descendants of British East Indiamen swept 
through the rift centuries before But the British bring a new and different kind of threat along with them From 
Publishers Weekly Rebuilding after the ship shattering climax of 2009 s Maelstrom Capt Matt Reddy and the crew of 
the dimensionally misplaced USS Walker continue pushing their Bronze Age allies the Lemurians through the 
Industrial Revoluti 
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